REWARD
CUSTOMERS
Demand Equal to Supply

INTRODUCTION
SYSTEM CHANGES

I

f we are to deliver Net Zero with a fully optimised energy system we have
to change the basis of the cost, value and price of the system. The current
“truths” were designed in the 1980s and 1990s around the fossil fuel system
where customers were “recipients” of the system rather than participants,
where the big step was the change from a nationalised system to a privatised
system, and where there were few big and important players.
This section aims to address some of those fundamental system changes
required to deliver decarbonisation.
Key recommendations include:
• Consumers Equal Access to Support: Consumer assets to be included in all
support and market mechanisms.
• Services Unlocking Added Value: Offer consumers services not just
commodities.
• Reward Flexibility Fairly: Introduce a Flexibility Service Agreement similar to
a Power Purchase Agreement (PPA).
• Reallocate System Risk and Cost: Risk needs to move from consumers to
those that create the risk.
• Underpin the Market: Create a low-powered floor price for the merchant
and PPA markets.
• Focus support on the Heavy Lifting: Focus support and resources on
immature technologies, not least consumer assets.

Overview of All Recommendations
More from Less
From Consumption to Optimisation

Objective
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Outcomes

Building
Blocks

System
Changes

Reveal Value

Reward Customers

Carbon Busting
From Fossil
to Net Zero

Fully Costed
From Silos to
Whole System

Unlock Investment

Deep Digitalisation
From Brawn
to Brains

Citizens’ Dividend
From the Few
to the Many

Reward
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Unlock
Consumer &
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Stop Passing
the
Buck

Move to
Market
Solutions

Start the
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From Supply
to Demand

From
Commodities
to Services

From
Spreading
Risk to
Owning Risk

From
Subsidies
to the
Market

From Mature
to Immature
Technologies

EPISODE
TWO

Drive out
Carbon
Unlock
the Capital
throughout
the system

Reward
Customers’
Actions &
Assets

Fully
Costed
System

Maximise
Utility of all
Capacity on
the system

Reduce
Whole
System
Costs

Optimising the Five Cs
of a Fully Costed System

All regulatory and
policy actions should
be guided by optimising
the Five Cs, measured
against the Full
System Costs

EPISODE
THREE

We recognise that many of the recommendations have a
different level of complexity to implement and have given a
Red, Amber or Green rating to each of the recommendations,
outlining the challenges that each poses.
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Optimising the
Five Cs: Carbon,
Customers, Costs,
Capacity & Capital

DIFFICULT
ACHIEVABLE
EASY

REWARD CUSTOMERS
FROM SUPPLY TO DEMAND
Drive out
Carbon
Unlock
Capital
throughout
the system

Maximise
Utility of all
Capacity on
the system

Fully
Costed
System

Reward
Customers’
Actions &
Assets

Reduce
Whole
System
Costs

AMBITION: A system designed
around optimising customer demand
actions and assets, recognising their
value to the whole system. Fair and
equal access for consumers to funds,
markets and investment for demand
assets and actions

Optimising the Five Cs
of a Fully Costed System

Recommendations: From Supply to Demand
1	
Optimise Demand First: Policy and regulation needs to
prioritise optimising the customer demand to ensure that the system is
“sized” appropriately.
Make Supply and Demand Equal: Recognise that the competitive
2	
tension is between optimised demand and optimised supply.
Give Equal Access to all Support Mechanisms and Markets: Open up
3	
all support mechanisms and markets to demand side actions and assets.
Promote a Flexibility Purchase Agreement: Policy and regulation
4	
to support the development of a common framework for a flexibility
purchase agreement.
Allocate Significant Value to Energy Efficiency: As shown by
5	
the new metrics, energy efficiency is highly valuable and needs to be
central to system design – not an afterthought.
Launch a Demand First Taskforce: Establish a Demand First
6	
Taskforce to drive through reform across policy, regulation and
business practice.
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Demand is Equal to Supply

U

ntil now, our energy system has been structured to prioritise supply
of energy. While there is a need for significant investment in the
supply side, we must introduce the competitive tension of customer
actions and assets into the market and provide them with a level
playing field. Despite the benefits of unlocking demand and flexibility, there is
uncertainty, misunderstanding and lack of confidence in the ability of demand
actions and assets to play an important role.
While demand assets and the flexibility that they deliver are crucial to the
future efficiency of the system there are several challenges:
• Limited
	
Current Revenue Opportunities: Few effective
routes to market for all sizes of demand side assets
• Capital
	
Not Released through Existing Markets:
Upfront capital is difficult to unlock against a volatile
commodity price
• Chicken
	
and Egg: Only a significant penetration of these
demand actions and assets will have a meaningful impact on
the system
• Limited
	
Focus or Price Point: The value of demand
side actions and assets are not appropriately prioritised
or rewarded

For too long we have been
looking at the system from
one end of the supply chain
rather than recognising what
physics tells us – that demand
is of equal importance to
supply.

DISTRUST OF DEMAND SIDE ACTIONS
It is always amusing to listen to those that
don’t trust the reliability of demand actions.
This is a false fear. The system already has to
predict and manage the weather – which is a lot
more unpredictable than consumers – whose
behaviour patterns are pretty well set and much
more predictable than the sun, wind and rain.
The distrust really stems from from a lack of
understanding or knowledge about customers.

Power Up Customers & Spread the Joy
Demand actions and assets are very unequally rewarded, and demand-side assets
and actions have been short-changed. There have been some developments in
2020, but in 2019 value and resources flowing to demand actions through the
Capacity Market and the Balancing Mechanism amounted to less than 10%.

Supply Assets

Demand Assets &
Actions

Capacity
Market:
£3.85bn

Balancing &
System Costs:
£1.94bn

CfDs:
£600m

Network
Reinforcement:
£2bn
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Capacity
Market:
5.6% storage/
2.35% DSR
Balancing:
0.29% DSR

Customer
Assets

Networks:
limited & tactical

Energy
Efficiency

Avoided Cost of Peak Energy

While the sector has come a
long way, the current system
design is still primarily shaped
around “What can you do for
us?” rather than “What do you
need from us?”
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Fundamentally, energy in its centralised form has always started from the
wrong end of the “pipe”, starting with security of supply rather than sizing the
system around optimising and making demand most efficient.
This absolutely does not mean any threat of the lights going out or heat not
being delivered when it is needed. But it does mean there needs to be what most
other sectors have already undertaken – a process re-engineering around demand,
not supply.
The significant opportunity is to power up the demand side, not least through
consumers’ assets and actions. This section aims to indicate how best this can be
achieved and builds on the new metrics in From Silos to Whole System.

Optimising Demand is at the heart of
Net Zero ambitions
Optimised demand is at the heart of the economy-wide Net Zero ambition – to
achieve more from less, ideally coupled with an enhanced service at lower cost.
To optimise demand in a decarbonised system requires strong focus on how
consumers can more efficiently use energy at the lowest cost with the greatest
contribution to the system. At the customer end it requires optimising their overall
need for energy and reducing their “call” on the energy system. Fundamentally, the
incentives throughout the system are driven by “more is more” not “less is more”
as all revenues are derived through quantity not quality of outcome.

Incentives lie in selling as much
commodity as possible, with
no rewards for optimising
demand or driving efficiency.
The market design needs to
move from a commodity “play”
to services where optimisation
is rewarded – See From
Commodities to Services
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Data, Food, Transport & Health: Examples of
sectorsworking to shape their systems through
the actions and assets of their customers
Most other sectors “optimise” demand and shape their business models by
considering their customers’ capabilities, using customers’ assets and actions to drive
down cost and drive up efficiencies throughout the supply chain.

What is Optimised Demand?
From Mainframe to PC
Data provision has moved from a central
mainframe system to one designed around the
storage capacity of the PC and consumer-facing
Cloud services, drawing on national and local
services to meet and provide additional services
against “optimised demand”
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Optimised Supply Chain
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PC

Cloud/Data Centres/
Broadband/Mobile

Customer-centric Food
Customers have wide choice blending supermarkets
with specialist providers, local markets and eating
out. Crucially fridges are integral to the food
system. Without fridges in homes, supermarkets
would need to be three times the size – fridges are
energy’s equivalent of distributed “storage”

Self
Service

Sized
around
Demand
Start from
the Customer

Consumer
Choice

Special
Supply

A&E
£££££

DA

ON

Consultant
££

TI

TA

Hospital
£££

AC

Choice &
Competition

Tesco

GP
£

Regulator Role

Optimised Utility across
complex system options

Transport
Transport for London is a regulator that
provides wide choice to travellers, with
varied and blended options competing
on convenience, price and capacity
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Self-help/Pharmacy/Online

Health Care
The hierarchy of provision provides for self-help
from the chemist moving through to GPs with
optionality to go to A&E in extremis. This design
aims to serve at the most localised level first
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There are of course differences between energy and other sectors but the
key learnings for designing and sizing service around demand include:
•	
Customer-first Hierarchy: The design is shaped around a demand-led
hierarchy
•	
Optimise the Customer: Customer actions, assets and services are key to
designing the supply chain
•	
Choice in the hands of the Customer: Differential choice and blended
options create real competition and improve standards

Recommendation 1: Optimise
Demand First

ReDesigning Regulation
Recommendations

The system needs up-ending, starting with customers.
Customers of all types should be able to reduce their consumption,
access decarbonisation assets, perform new actions and be appropriately
rewarded for optimising the system. This requires a change in how energy is
sold and is enabled by access to tools and assets. Markets, regulation and policy
need to be reorientated towards demand actions, to open up the opportunities
of new technologies to automate customers’ assets and actions such as “Prices
to Devices”1 and to access new products and services tailored to a wide range of
consumer preferences.
While change will be evolutionary it is important that the destination of an
optimal and customer-centric decarbonisation system is articulated.
There are four key design features that need “turning on their head”.

Re-engineer the market
design: The sector should
undertake business process
re-engineering (BPR) to reshape
the market design starting
with the consumer, redesigning
the relationships within the
supply chain reflecting the
new value opportunities of
the new system.

•	Designed around Optimised Demand not Supply
•	Demand has REAL value and should be rewarded
•	Shaped around a new competition between Supply and Demand
•	Equitable access to demand assets and actions

Recommendation 2: Make Supply and
Demand Equal

EASY
Reorientating policy is not
difficult, but but embedding this
outcome will take time. There
might be legislative hurdles that
preclude the implementation
of a fully Demand First
market design that need to be
addressed

Demand needs to become a much greater focus for regulation, markets and
policy as a component of the energy system that is equal to supply. This is a true
representation of whole systems thinking and costing.
This is not to say that demand assets and actions are similar in scale to
generation needs. However, demand is of growing importance and needs to
be considered as the key “competitor” to generation going forward. ReCosting
Energy’s new metrics illustrate that all mechanisms and markets can measure
the value of demand actions and assets equally to supply options and provide
the opportunity to create equality for support mechanisms, markets and sector
choices. See Fully Costed: From Silos to Whole System2.
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The New Competitive Pressure: Supply v Demand

Competitive
forces

Functions

Demand
optimisation
Commodity
PLUS
Demand
Optimisation
Services and
Products

Optimised
Demand
Optimised
Demand
competing
with
Optimised
Supply

Competition

Optimised
Supply

Supply
Optimisation
On Demand
Service
Vanilla
Commodity
Commodity
as generated

With demand being equal to supply, a new competitive pressure emerges that
unlocks so much more value and opportunity. Optimised Supply, the delivery
of “processed” energy, needs to compete with Optimised Demand with both
driving for greater efficiency and productivity through new products, services,
technology and business models.
This addresses a crucial problem with the current system which is currently
shaped around a linear pass-through system that creates virtually no supply
chain pressures and leaves most of the cost and risk with the consumers.
ReDesigning Regulation3 highlighted this core issue that is inhibiting better price
discovery and a more efficient system.
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FEW IF ANY VERTICAL SUPPLY-CHAIN PRESSURES

Limited
added
value
or price
tensions
The commodity
market delivering
limited price
differentials

Market
power

Energy
assets

Underwritten or
priced in relation
to fossil fuels

System
operators

Funded by
government

Distribution

Regulated price
and service

Suppliers

Price and
service taker
hedging power

Consumers

Price and
service taker

Fully Value Demand
With demand and supply being equal, all support schemes, regulatory measures,
markets and policy actions need to compare and compete demand-side actions
and assets with supply assets.

LIMITED SUPPLY-CHAIN
PRESSURES
One of the key components of
competition – that of supply-chain
pressure – is almost non-existent.
The barriers to competitive
behaviour include the levels of
uncontested pass-through costs and
restrictive licences that frequently
preclude significant differentiations
in price, service or corporate
behaviour.
Each part of the supply chain has
been priced as if it was a standalone
asset or service rather than part of
a dynamic and integrated supply
chain – or system. A normally
functioning supply chain would
drive efficiencies, cost reductions
and service enhancements between
vertical functions, not just within the
currently horizontally siloed parts of
the system.

750,000 V2G EVs optimised at
times of peak dispatch, would
represent 15GWh of storage
that could displace the capacity
of 4 CCGT plants.

EASY AND DIFFICULT
Focusing policy to regard demand as equal to supply is
not so difficult, but the implications are more significant
changes for market design, regulatory frameworks
and implementation.

Recommendation 3: Give Equal Access to all
Support Mechanisms and Markets
If demand were equal to supply, it should then receive equal access to markets
and support, regulatory focus and policy attention.
The December 2020 Net Zero Review Interim Report from HM Treasury
makes the point that access to capital is the most significant barrier: “Liquidity
constraints occur where people are willing to make an investment that is
cost saving but do not have access to the capital to pay for it. If they could
borrow money to fund the investment, they would do so. This may be an issue
throughout the transition due to the large amount of new capital investment
required, for both households and businesses.”5
We therefore have to open up the markets available to generation assets to
demand-side assets, not least for consumers and SMEs.

FAIR ACCESS FOR CONSUMERS
We must recognise that for a
householder or SME to be able
to invest in a decarbonisation
asset is as large an “ask” as
for a large investor to build
a windfarm. These financial
barriers need to be treated
equally.
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Broadening and Miniaturising the Capacity Market:
The Capacity Market needs to be mandated to regard demand equal to
supply and compare the full capacity value of both. While its mandate is
“capacity”, today it only supports increasing supply not increasing capacity
through permanently reducing demand (energy efficiency), or more
effectively shaping peak, delivering inter-seasonal capacity peaks, optimising
generation or increasing network utilisation. It has no remit to even consider
promoting flexibility.
In addition, the Capacity Market has no responsibility to consider the whole
system costs of its actions, which should guide its cost-effectiveness calculations.
The Capacity Market needs to change to unlock the new value of demand
and take very careful consideration of whole system costs.
Miniaturising the Contracts for Difference:
Currently focused on generation assets, CfDs could be shaped to include demand
and flexibility assets. Offering CfDs to small, distributed and behind-the-meter
assets would unlock, through retailer counterparties, much greater access to local
storage, self-supply (such as PV deployment) and DSR assets (such as EVs).
BEIS’s recent consultation on co-locating storage with CfD projects is
a welcome start, yet further progress in this area is required. See more in
Unlocking Investment: From Subsidies to the Market.
Balancing and Ancillary Markets:
The Energy System Operator (ESO) should prioritise demand. As the system
becomes more digitalised the ability for the ESO to draw on demand actions
should increase and we recommend that an ongoing “shadow” system is
created to start measuring the reliability of different demand actions to provide
confidence in demand side actions’ reliability and predictability.
Distribution Network Markets:

There are a multitude of emerging
markets developed by DNOs that are
bringing on flexibility but, as shown, far
too many of them are accessing fossil
fuel responses. This is mainly because
the demand side market is not as
developed. However, there does need
to be a change in regulation for DNOs
to access the most optimal response in
a low carbon world, not always the cheapest option.
DNOs need to adopt a Flexibility Purchase Agreement regime that creates a
standardised mechanism by which demand side actions can be accessed.
ELECTRICITY DISTRIBUTION
LICENCE: CONDITION 4
Needs to be changed to
prioritise demand, low carbon
and flexibility as currently it
is not Net Zero compliant and
requires technology neutrality.
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QUITE EASY
The Capacity Market is
changing and is considering
including EVs in its regime.
However this change needs
to go further to include and
equally compare demand and
supply options.

MORE COMPLEX
To create a regime that values
cost reduction to the whole
system is more complex as it
requires a value of avoided
costs but would be a global
first with the UK pioneering
this trend.

QUITE EASY
The ESO has robust plans to
open its markets to all players.
This needs to go faster and
requires greater knowledge
sharing with product
manufacturers and behaviour
change experts to calibrate the
exact reliability and variability
of customers.

EASY
Simple change to RIIO2 regime
to change the merit order,
reduce fossil fuel dependence
and support a growing demand
side market.
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Recommendation 4: Launch Flexibility
Purchase Agreements
There are limited standardised mechanisms by which flexibility can be bought
and sold. Currently, as outlined in the Energy White Paper, there are far too
many approaches to buying flexibility and most of them are quite inaccessible
and designed around the needs of the procurer rather than open and demandled. This diverse and, in some instances, messy approach has reduced liquidity
in flexibility marketplaces and creates barriers to new and innovative means to
providing flexibility.
Flexibility Purchase Agreements could be developed with similar principles to
Power Purchase Agreements and would be able to be accessed by a much wider
range of actors. From research with many of the providers and advisors in the
PPA market, developing a Flexibility Purchase Agreement would be reasonably
simple – but requires government and regulatory leadership.
The sellers and purchasers of these Flexibility Purchase Agreements would
range from suppliers who have active customers; DNOs who are looking for
flexibility; the ESO for maintaining system stability; and generators to optimise
the value of their production.
See more in From Commodities to Services.

EASY
This is not for Government to
develop but to urge the sector
to develop these products in a
standardised manner to drive
greater liquidity and uptake of
flexibility options. Changes in
regulation would also stimulate
the need for these new
arrangements.

Recommendation 5: Allocate significant
Value to Energy Efficiency
Energy efficiency has always been
seen as a crucial player but has not
been equated with the costs of supply
before. It has also been regarded as
a social issue and not valued as an
intrinsic tool in the energy sector.
With the new metrics developed in
Episode Two, we recommend that
energy efficiency should be a priority
for funding through Contracts for Difference (the difference between the whole
system cost and the cost of the efficiency measure), and through the Capacity
Market.
The value of permanently reducing the need for energy has an impact
beyond demand-side response – it changes the shape of our energy needs, not
for “just in time” markets but permanently reduces investment required and ongoing system costs.
Deep energy efficiency is estimated to reduce consumption by 25% by 2035
– the equivalent of the annual output of 6 Hinkley Point Cs6. Recent figures
estimate that investment in energy efficient heating, insulation, lighting, controls
and appliances could deliver a £7.5 billion net benefit to the UK economy.7
There are increasing technologies and system designs that are now able to
calibrate the value of energy efficiency designed around services and productled propositions. See From Commodities to Services.
The largest impact on energy
efficiency over the last 15
years has been the improved
energy efficiency of in-home
products and appliances,
nothing to do with the energy
sector itself.

QUITE EASY
There are new metrics and
measurement tools calibrating
the value of energy efficiency
such as developed by
EnergyPro. However, to date
savings have only measured
the savings of the cost of
the commodity and not fully
valued the whole system
savings.
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Conclusion: Refocusing Money, Policy
and Regulation
To maximise and optimise the system, while also spreading the benefits of the
transition, we need to treat demand equal to supply and facilitate access to
the assets and services that can truly provide a win-win to consumers and the
system. Markets and mechanisms must judge the whole system cost and value
and regard demand as an active and highly desirable tool.
We have the existing support mechanisms and markets – it is just that
they have to be equally available to demand actions and assets. The biggest
blocker to access to demand assets is, however, the energy retail sector and its
constraints through being focused on a commodity not a service.
Through opening up demand-side action more aggressively, the real
competitive market – between demand and supply – can have real impacts on
cost and efficiency. Without recognising this new competitive tension, we will
never move from a linear, inefficient and old-fashioned system.

For the Many not the Few
The exciting opportunity is to deliver
a system that is not controlled
by the few but unlocks greater
contribution and control by the
many. In theory every household,
every car owner, every business
has the potential to “participate”
in optimising the energy system.
While feeling quite far-fetched
today, most other sectors use
the power and actions of their
consumers to manage their systems’
capacity and needs.

With the full value of demand
actions fairly rewarded, access,
affordability and desirability of
assets and actions can be unlocked
to benefit homeowners, SMEs and
larger energy consumers. Through
aggregators and innovative retailers
much of the value to consumers
will be unlocked through working
the demand value on behalf of the
consumer. The cumulative value of
the energy demand market should
allow for car companies, white goods

suppliers and home management
companies to provide reduced
product prices to consumers,
discounting the product value
against the energy system value.
However, there does need to
be some significant changes to the
retail market to enable more servicedriven propositions to be offered to
consumers, including longer-term
financial service products for EVs,
PVs and behind-the-meter assets.
See From Commodities to Services.
1 Deep Digitalisation: ReCosting Energy
page 51
2 ReCosting Energy page 37
3 http://www.challenging-ideas.com/wpcontent/uploads/2018/12/ReDESIGNING_
REGULATION-final-report.pdf page 10
4 ReCosting Energy Fully Costed: From Silos
to Whole System – page 40
5 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/
government/uploads/system/uploads/
attachment_data/file/945266/Net_Zero_
Review_interim_report.pdf – page 87
6 https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/
cm201719/cmselect/cmbeis/1730/1730.pdf
7 https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/
article/pii/S030142151830421X and https://
ukerc.ac.uk/news/unlocking-britains-first-fuel/
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Thank you to

